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Of course the growth and achievements of 2017-18 

are very much owed to the outstanding leadership 

and vision of our CEO, Melanie Smith. Melanie has 

been instrumental in charting our course into the 

future and in expanding our profile and networks, 

whilst simultaneously managing to achieve our first 

operating profit in 3 years. Melanie is supported by a 

small but mighty team of talented staff and together 

they are boldly and tenaciously creating a bright  

future for AAA. I wish to thank Melanie and the staff 

for their excellent work and for often going above 

and beyond the call of duty.  

 

I also wish to thank my fellow Board members for 

their commitment to the cause and for putting in the 

extra time, when needed. This includes involvement 

with working groups and think tanks, helping out with 

grant writing and attending meetings with  

stakeholders. All members of the Board take their 

governance responsibilities seriously and readily  

embrace opportunities for continuous improvement.  

 

Finally, it is vital to acknowledge and thank our 443 

members as well as our key funding, sponsorship 

and industry partners in 2017-18, including the Office 

for Recreation, Sport and Racing, SA Health, Office for 

the Ageing, Country SA PHN, Southern Cross Care 

and City of Unley. We sincerely appreciate their  

support which allows AAA to have a greater impact 

than would otherwise be possible. 

 

AAA has primed itself in 2017-18 for what I predict 

will be an unprecedented growth phase over the next 

3-5 years. I very much look forward to working with 

the staff, Board, members and supporters in 2018-19, 

as we take further steps toward realising our  

enormous potential. 

 

 

Laura Perdue 

President 

It is with great enthusiasm that I contribute the  

President’s report for my time formally serving in the role 

of President, since February 2018. 

 

Firstly I would like to acknowledge the service and  

contribution of my predecessor the esteemed past  

President of Active Ageing Australia, Robert Barnard. 

Bob’s contribution to AAA as Board member and  

President has been invaluable over many years and on 

behalf of the organisation I wish to convey our thanks 

and gratitude for his service to date.  

 

2017-18 has been a big year for AAA. Although we  

continue to operate under very tight budgetary  

constraints, we have achieved admirable growth in  

profile and membership this year and have undertaken 

vital and substantial product and service development.   

 

The invitation and successful presentation to the Hon 

Ken Wyatt, Minister for Aged Care, in Canberra and the 

subsequent close relationship formed with the Minister 

and his office, is a highlight for the year and indicative of 

our expanding profile. Additionally, our relationship with 

the International Council on Active Ageing continued to 

flourish, resulting this year in a formal agreement with 

the ICAA to offer a cost-effective, joint membership  

opportunity for AAA members. 

 

The development in products and services included the 

introduction of EMMA 2 to the training calendar. This 

new series of exercises for EMMA leaders has been well 

received with the first training sessions over-subscribed 

and attendees providing glowing feedback. Our first  

on-line training module, developed with the support of 

SA Health, proved very popular with nearly 700 people 

completing the falls module to date and still counting.  

On-line delivery is the way of the future and AAA will  

continue this high tech evolution. 
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After more than a decade and as retiring President of 

Active Ageing Australia I would like to provide a few 

words. We are a small organisation however the value 

provided by AAA is immense and while we have not 

counted these benefits in dollars the many individuals, 

groups and communities who are our constituents truly 

indicate our success at a personal and community level. 

 

There is no doubt that it has become harder to engage 

some, parts of government across Local, State and  

National spheres but we have had a number of  

exceptional supporters who I need to thank. I would like 

to highlight the South Australian Government Office for  

Recreation and Sport has been the pillar enabling our 

organisation to focus on relevant issues of importance to 

our community and to remain viable. The City of Adelaide 

and City of Onkaparinga have also remained loyal to us 

and to our cause. Boandik Lodge in the South East has 

also continued to engage with us for many years for the 

benefit of their residents and local community. Life Care 

has more recently developed in-house training that 

demonstrated their commitment to physical activity and 

wellbeing.  

 

I do need to identify one supporting organisation who 

truly indicated their confidence in the philosophy of our 

organisation and our training. This has been Southern 

Cross Care. There is no doubt that their partnering with 

us has jointly benefited them and us. The development of 

the SCC model with the central theme of physical activity 

and functional independence is clearly a stand out within 

their domain. Thank you! 

In 2008 within my Presidents Report I wrote;  

 

“Active Ageing has a mandate to promote physical  

activity, in its many forms, to the broader population. 

Now more than ever before Active Ageing must provide 

leadership in all spheres of our influence. Active Ageing 

must engage the policy makers and potential funders 

within all levels of Government and clearly show what is 

required to positively influence human behaviour in  

order to provide best outcomes in health and quality in 

life.” 

 

In my opinion this mandate remains the same and I am 

very confident that the current AAA staff and board team 

under the leadership of Melanie and Laura can continue 

to strive towards these goals. There is great capacity for 

new and vibrant innovation within the organisation and 

with the ever present optimism everything is possible. 

 

Finally I must say that it has been my privilege to work 

with an amazing group of Staff and Board members over 

this time. Rather than name some I would like to thank 

everyone involved over such a long time for your positive 

outlook.  

 

 

 

 

Bob Barnard 

President 2005 to 2017 
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Active Ageing Australia focuses on  

building capacity for All Age Friendly  

policies, cultures and practices across  

diverse sectors and communities. 

All Australians living active, 

healthy and  

engaged lives at any age. 
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Our shared core values; commitment, collaboration, 

and creativity have been central to our achievements 

this year. I thank Active Ageing Australia Board  

members for their steadfast support and guidance in a 

year that has been both particularly challenging and 

highly rewarding.  

Team work is the only way to move forward with 

strength and unison and our team is solid. Your  

energy, mettle, agility, diversity of skills and of course 

your excellence create an inspiring and highly  

productive work environment. Thanks – couldn’t have 

done it without you! 

This year we launched our new website with additional 

features to support our members and supporters -  

including our first eLearning module focused on Falls 

awareness and prevention. I thank the Public Health 

Partnership Branch SA Health for supporting us to do 

this. Thanks also to Country SA PHN for supporting a 

successful Focus on Falls seminar in Victor Harbor 

which was subsequently made available on our  

website.  

We were excited to strengthen our partnership with 

the International Council on Active Aging and to create 

joint membership options, bringing access to an  

extensive library of resources, programs, and  

opportunities to link with international networks  

Active Ageing Week transformed to online and was a 

resounding success, engaging with more organisations 

than ever. We released our first evidence animation 

and had rave reviews across the twittersphere for our 

creative approach, in distilling research findings into 

moving images. I wish to acknowledge the Office for 

the Ageing SA for their support.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the support of the Office for Recreation Sport 

and Racing we undertook an international scoping 

project gathering the best practice ideas, and  

examples of global strategic directions and plans. 

With the assistance of highly capable public health 

students from Adelaide University the papers were 

synthesised into an evidence summary and have 

been invaluable in guiding our work.  

Highlights of the year also include the privilege to be 

guests of our Patron the Governor Mr Hieu Van Le 

and Mrs Le at Government House for an Active  

Ageing Week awards reception. I wish to 

acknowledge the many inspiring individuals and  

organisations who are making a positive difference to 

the lives of others as role models and advocates for 

actively ageing. It is a pleasure to support you.  

The opportunity to meet with the Federal Minister for 

Aged Care the Honourable Ken Wyatt to talk about 

our work was a landmark moment and to receive 

such positive feedback and encouragement spurred 

us on during difficult financial times. We are  

confident that there has never been a better time or 

a more urgent need to put active ageing at the centre 

of cross sector efforts. I believe that our capacity to 

scale up our work to better support the diverse active 

ageing workforce is imminent!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Melanie Smith 

Chief Executive Officer 
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In response the Flinders University evaluation we  

developed a new skills update model to support EMAA 

leaders.  

EMAA continued to be steady and started to see a rise 

in registrations towards the end of the financial year. 

We were funded by SA Health to develop an online 

Falls Prevention elearning module. We partnered with 

Arthritis SA who provided the software to put the  

module online and Active Ageing Australia provided 

the content. The resulting online module is highly  

successful and continues to be accessed almost daily. 

To further support and increase our online falls  

prevention offerings Pam Dean was interviewed for 

April No Falls for a webinar titled ‘Falls wouldn’t be a 

problem if we bounced’, featuring insight and  

information on why falls matter, falls risks, why falls 

prevention is everyone’s business, and much more.  

We launched a new DVD ‘Active for Living’ in late 2017 

featuring our education and training coordinator—Kay 

accompanied by a team of enthusiastic active agers. 

The DVD offers safe, fun, and easy to do exercises that 

can be done at home. 

This year we also offered new community talks which 

has been a popular with organisations and groups 

ranging from church groups to local government  

organisations.  

16 

Active Ageing Australia education offerings were  

accessed over by 1100 participants during the 2017-

2018 financial year.  

Onkaparinga once again showed their support for 

the organisation by hosting an EMAA workshop, 

HELP Leader workshop, NoFalls leader workshop and 

Two Fresh Moves workshops over a four day  

education intensive in late January. Southern Cross 

Care continued to lead the way supporting their staff 

to train volunteers using HELP.  

Our new website has made it easier for people to 

access information and book in online—creating far 

greater efficiency. This has increased the capacity of 

the workshops to be more effectively marketed and 

streamlined booking system which reduces barriers 

to enrolment.  

The final report for the EMAA research project,  

undertaken by Flinders University has informed a 

new model of delivery. The evaluation examined  

factors influencing the implementation of programs 

and the barriers and enablers for sustaining the 

workshops. 

 

Recommendations from the study were: 

-  To develop on-line modules to reduce cost. 

-  Develop a separate program update that would 

increase skills and doesn’t repeat the first day of the 

EMAA two-day program. 

- To develop modules for to skill leaders to better 

cater for specific health conditions participants  

varying physical needs. 

- To incorporate music components into the  

workshops. 
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 33.3% increase in  

direct email  

communications to 

our database  

14% increase Page followers 

11.2% increase Page Likes 

6.9% increase Total Posts 

36.6% increase Average Post reach 

Uploaded 5 videos to 

YouTube this year – 500% 

increase  

34 Community News posts 

promoting news, events 

and key information from 

Active Ageing Australia, our  

Members and other rele-

vant sources. 

 Added 12 new products to our  

online shop  

Active for Living DVD promotion in 

Fritz Magazine and Weekend Plus. 

Ageing Adelaide feature article on 

Kay MacKenzie. 

Over fifteen community talks and 

expo appearances. 

Outdoors Indoors 

We were fortunate enough to secure 

screen time on television programme 

Outdoors Indoors to highlight some of 

our very important messages. 

Falls prevention 

Exercising at home for older people 

Website metrics were incomplete 

for the financial year due to the 

delivery of a brand new website on 

a new content management  

system. 
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The fabulous fresh look and feel and the vibrant Active 

Ageing Week brand, posters, banners, templates, and 

email tags created an exciting and effective call to  

action to get involved and .it was very rewarding for 

the team to receive positive feedback from members 

and the community and to see organisations  

embracing the materials and co-branding activities.  

A series of posters illustrating the concepts of ageless 

play, using movement as an opportunity to teach and 

to develop new skills, embracing lifelong learning, and 

the nurturing benefits of being in nature were  

additional resources and aligned with the messages in 

our first evidence to animation communication More 

Life in Your Years and Years in Your Life breaking new 

ground as an innovative approach distilling research 

into calls to action.  

The animation, developed with the support of final 

year Public Health students from Adelaide University, 

on placement with us leading up to active ageing 

week, distilled findings from a review of the literature 

into key concepts and a call to action which were then 

creativity communicated by our team and our creative 

web and brand designer. We love it and we received 

great feedback and retweets around the world.  

Active Ageing Week held in the last week of  

September was a resounding success, engaging 

more than 90 organisations and an estimated 

2,000 participants in the week-long celebrations. 

We wish to acknowledge the Office for the Ageing, 

SA Health for funding this year’s campaign which 

enabled us to facilitate a much bigger awareness 

raising strategy and to take a more prominent role 

in global celebrations.  

Our theme Coming Together Active Together  

focused on the wellbeing benefits when  

generations come together through physical  

activity. Communicating that movement connects 

us, can be joyful and that everyone can join in with 

the fun at every age and stage of life – no matter 

their abilities.  

We took a different approach this year – going 

online and taking a greater facilitating role.  

As a result, we reached more people and  

organisations than ever before and connected 

with a greater diversity of organisations, who are 

championing innovative active ageing initiatives 

around the state and Australia. 

We provided registering organisations with an 

electronic communications kit to support the  

planning, promotion, and evaluation of their active 

ageing week events and invited participants to 

share their activities with the broader active  

ageing community.  
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I am pleased to present to the members of Active Ageing 

SA Inc the Financial Report for the year ended 30 June 

2018 on behalf of the Board.  

The Financial Report was reviewed and accepted by the 

Board, and the Board authorised Laura Perdue,  

President and Mark Mackintosh, Treasurer and Board 

member, to sign the report on behalf of the Board. 

The report meets obligations under the Associations  

Incorporations Act 1985 and this association’s  

Constitution, and has again been audited by Hayden  

Edwards. The report includes special purpose financial 

statements as the association is a non-reporting entity. 

REVENUE. 

Grants: Grant funding was boosted significantly to 

$169,000 ($120,000, 2017) following a major grant from 

the SA Government, supporting a broad-based review.  

Last year we reported that the continued funding for  

Active Ageing Week reflected the growing importance of 

the event and the key role which AAA holds. However, 

Government funding for this event is unfortunately  

coming to an end, reflecting another comment made in 

last year’s report that “uncertainty around the reliance 

which can be placed on recurrent funding, and the need 

to continually pursue one-off grants, puts constant  

pressure on our budget”.  

Continued effort is being applied to seek new sources of  

funding, longer term relationships with other  

organisations both here and overseas, and Federal and 

State bodies.  

Meaningful sponsorship remains elusive.  

Training and Consultation: While revenue from this area 

had shown an upwards trend for the previous 4 years, 

2018 saw a decline of 40% to $65,819. While this partly 

reflects a loss of opportunity inter-state, price sensitivity 

is also a major factor.   

 

 

 

Reductions in attendances across most courses and  

programs, as well as the absence of a professional  

training forum during the year ($9,353, 2017), were  

disappointing. Continued work on improving and  

stream-lining online options, which will enable training to 

be provided in a more flexible and cost effective ways, 

and boosting membership offerings, will hopefully  

provide a solid base for increased revenue.   

Membership: the restructuring and expansion of  

membership options, aligned more closely to member 

objectives, and our association with the International 

Council on Active Ageing, have boosted membership  

income to $16,217 ($4,014, 2017). 

EXPENSES. 

Staff costs continue to be a major component  (85% of  

non-operating costs), and the willingness of staff to be 

highly flexible in their working arrangements has ensured 

that their efforts achieve the maximum benefit possible.  

I would like to congratulate our Chief Executive, Melanie 

Smith, and the rest of the team, for their combined 

efforts during a difficult year.  

While the relocation to Richmond Road during the  

previous financial year was a costly exercise, it has helped 

to reduce some of our fixed costs (rent, phone costs) and 

has allowed continued development of web based  

programs and management systems which simplify day 

to day operations and free staff time for more productive 

development  

activities. 

PROFIT AND LOSS. 

The net result for the year to June 2018 was a profit of 

$1,579 (budget $12,000 profit).  

This is particularly pleasing after 4 years of losses, and 

while the reduced income from training is noted above 

and prevented us from achieving our target, there are 

significant avenues available this year which should  

provide an opportunity to return to a more sustainable 

position. 

 

 

Mark Mackintosh, Treasurer. 
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Active Ageing Australia 
118 Richmond Road 

Marleston 5033 
(08) 8423 0960 

ABN: 61 344 159 843 


